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 by CAR 

From the northern highway (A4 Torino/Venezia; A9 Como/Chiasso; A8 Varese), after the tollbooth, continue in the 
direction of Milan and take the exit Milano Certosa, go to the end of viale Certosa, cross two crossings and merge into 
corso Sempione, at the end of the corso turn right on via Canova, at the end of the via turn right in via Pagano, after 
200 m turn left in via Monti until reaching the crossing with corso Magenta, turn right and reach number 61, where 
you are welcomed to Hotel Palazzo delle Stelline. 

From highway A1 (Bologna), after the tollbooth, turn into the exit of piazzale Corvetto, turn right and you will arrive at 
piazzale Bologna, turn left through via Bacchiglione continue 100 m and turn right on corso Lodi. After 700 m, reaching 
porta Romana, turn left on via Filippetti (inner beltway), continue along viale Beatrice d’Este, viale Gian Galeazzo, viale 
d’Annunzio, viale Papiniano, viale of Porta Vercellina, arriving at piazzale Baracca, turn right, where at number 61 you 
are welcomed to Hotel Palazzo delle Stelline. 

From highway A7 (Genova): after the tollbooth, turn into the western tangential in the direction of Venice, exit at 
Milano Certosa and continue as indicated above. 

 

https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=z-j0pP14Mg38.khuJGg8K1QsY&usp=sharing


 

 

 by TRAIN 

Arriving at the Central Station of Milan, or at the station Porta Garibaldi, take the Metropolitana MM2 in the direction 
of Abbiategrasso and exit to the stop for Cadorna Triennale, turn into piazza Cadorna, turn into via Carducci and 
continue to the first traffic light, crossing corso Magenta, Hotel Palazzo delle Stelline awaits you at number 61. 

 by AIR 

From the Airport of Linate: take bus 73 departing from the piazza of the airport and exit at the end of the line, in 
piazza San Babila; take the Metropolitana MM1 in the direction of Fiera/Rho, exit to the stop for Cadorna Triennale, 
turn into piazza Cadorna, turn into via Carducci and continue to the first traffic light, crossing corso Magenta, Hotel 
Palazzo delle Stelline awaits you at number 61. 

From the Airport of Malpensa: take shuttle train “Malpensa Express” and reach the head of the line at Milano 
Cadorna, turn into piazza Cadorna, turn into via Carducci and continue to the first traffic light, crossing corso Magenta, 
Hotel Palazzo delle Stelline awaits you at number 61. 


